Attainment gaps between pupils from deprived backgrounds and their more affluent peers persist through all stages
of education, including entry into higher education. The highest early achievers from deprived backgrounds are
overtaken by lower achieving children from advantaged backgrounds by age seven. The gap widens further during
secondary education and persists into higher education. The likelihood of a pupil eligible for FSM achieving five or
more GCSEs at A*-C including English and mathematics is less than one third of a non-FSM pupil. A pupil from a nondeprived background is more than twice as likely to go on to study at university as their deprived peer.
Transform Trust believe:
•
•
•

Quality first teaching is our top strategy for closing the gap
That children are individuals with a unique set of gifts and talents
Schools and relevant Champions should focus on overcoming barriers and exploring motivations of the children, growing their
learning, skills and aspirations.

Transform Disadvantaged Principles:
•
•
•
•
•

An excellent education and the highest expectations for all, regardless of background or barriers to learning
Disadvantaged Premium should support improved attainment, raised expectations and readiness for life and learning
High quality teaching and learning should be prioritised over intervention. An intervention culture can lead to disadvantaged
children being “someone else’s” responsibility
Disadvantaged premium should be used to ensure children access excellent teaching and learning every day
Disadvantaged premium should address the needs of children as early as possible. It should focus on gaps in learning. End of
key stage outcomes are a by-product of this approach.

Disadvantaged Priorities across Transform trust 2021-2022
•
•
•

Close the gap between disadvantaged pupils and national other achieving the expected standard in reading
Close the gap between disadvantaged pupils and national other achieving the expected standard in reading, writing and math
combined
Close the gap between disadvantaged pupils and national other achieving Greater depth in writing.

Transform Trusts schools strive to achieve John Dunsford’s 12 common characteristics of pupil premium practice
in successful Schools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Excellent collection, analysis and use of data relating to individual pupils and groups.
Unerring focus on the quality of teaching.
Identification of the main barriers to learning for Pupil Premium-eligible pupils.
Frequent monitoring of the progress of every Pupil Premium-eligible pupil.
When a pupil’s progress slows, interventions are put in place rapidly.
Every effort is made to engage parents and carers in the education and progress of their child.
If poor attendance is an issue, this is addressed as a priority.
Evidence (especially the Education Endowment Foundation Teaching and Learning Toolkit) is used to decide on which
strategies are likely to be most effective in overcoming the barriers to learning.
Staff (teachers and support staff) are trained in-depth on the chosen strategies.
Complete buy-in from all staff to the importance of the Pupil Premium agenda is essential, with all staff conveying positive
and aspirational messages to Pupil Premium-eligible pupils. Performance management is used to reinforce the importance of
Pupil Premium effectiveness.
Effectiveness of teaching assistants is evaluated and, if necessary, increased through training and improved deployment.
Governors are trained on Pupil Premium.
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Transform Trust Eligibility Overview

Trust Funding Overview
•
•
•
•

Percentage of pupils entitled to Pupil Premium Grant 2018/2019 38.17%
Percentage of pupils entitled to Pupil Premium Grant 2019/2020 35.66%
Percentage of pupils entitled to Pupil Premium Grant 2020/2021 37.66%
Percentage of pupils entitled to Pupil Premium Grant 2021/2022 37.94%

Trust Pupil Premium Funding
•

5% of the entire Trust Pupil Premium Allocation is £172,947.252
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Transform Trust School Identified Challenges

Transform Trust Challenges
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Activity in this Academic Year
This details how we are going to spend the 5% of the school’s pupil premium grant allocation this year.

Teaching – Whole Trust (CPD, Recruitment and Retention)
Activity
PLCs to include PP, EAL, SEND and DEI as a golden thread
• Maths
• Digital
• English
• Science
• Year 6
• Assessment
• Curriculum
• Support Staff
• EYFS
DEI Strategy
Let’s Talk Leadership Programme
Support for individual teachers
Associate Team Support
Transform Applied Programmes
Transform Leadership programmes
Voice 21 Oracy Project
Early Careers Teacher framework
SCITT
Partnership Reviews
Standards Meetings
School Pupil Progress Meetings
Pupil Premium Lead Network

Challenge number addressed
2,3,4,5,6

1,2,3,4,5,6
2, 3, 6
2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6
2,4,6
2,4,6
4,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6
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Targeted Academic Support – Partnership and school level (Support and intervention)
Activity
North Partnership subject leadership project with a focus on PP
South Partnership project on reading and disadvantaged
Bespoke associate support for schools e.g. support for data
analysis, PP focus
Transform Applied Learning Expert Programme
Access to Maths, Digital, English Hub
School Wrap Around Support
Partnership Projects
Transform Writing competition
Spotlight Events supporting identified challenges

Challenge number addressed
3,4,6
3,4,6
2,3,4,5,6
2, 4, 5, 6
4, 5
4,5,6
4,5,6
4,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6

Wider Strategies - (attendance, behaviour, wellbeing)
Activity
Enhanced Panel – supporting schools to meet the needs of
children who are at risk of exclusion
Trust SEND Associate Support
DEI Strategy
School attendance officers
Performing Arts
Science Showcase
Transform Enrichment Diploma
Children’s Parliament
COO support
Trust DSL Support
Children’s celebration event
Calendar of sports events and sports leaders

Challenge number addressed
1,2,4,6
1,2,3,5,6
2, 3, 6
1
3
3,6
1,2,3,6
1,2,3,6
1,2
1,2
1,2,3,6
1,2,3,6
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